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To What Extent Was/Is The Black Panther
Party Successful ?
We Kylynn Williams, and Dekyra Wilson is studying the black panther party. We find this topic very
important because there is still change that needs to be done and we need to find out what they have
done that may not have worked or did work so we can know some steps to take to make Chicago a
better and safer place.

According to the story “The Black Panther Party For Self-Defense”. The author Adrian Wood
and Nutan rajguru members of the activist group called called Black Panther Party published this
article on April 17,2014, stating how the BlacK Panther Party Group was a popular activist group
back in the 1960’s.According to the Authors,’They were a big help in the community they had free
breakfast for children, health clinics, shoes for kids,and they took kids to school.This research
proves exactly why we think this topic is important we need to know how groups came into the black
communities trying to help or succeeded in helping the community.How would we ever know how to
steps that we need to take if we don’t know what was did before us.

On May 24,2019 ,authors have stated how the Black Panther Party was not successful and that’s
why it ended in the 1980’s. The authors also stated how the Black Panther Party was a portrayed
as a gang. They resisted arrest and one of the leaders caught a felony charge.Huey Newton allegedly
killed oakland police officer John Frey.Years before 1980’s Alex Rackley one of the Black Panthers
very own was tortured and murdered by other Black Panthers who thought that he was a police
informant.This research shows how they Black Panther Party was onto something else they was not
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only helping the community but they was for self and committing murders of their own kind.This is
important to our study because it shows us the mistakes they made that we shouldn’t make.

In conclusion we Kylynn Williams and Dekyra Wilson is studying the Black Panther Party and we
believe that this topics is very important because kids needed to know what has been up before they
were born and brought into the world.We believe that kids need to know the struggle that are
ancestors went through in order for us to be where we are today and how we can keep making
change today in 2019.
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